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From the President's desk

We all received the latest issue of the Helvetia Herald in a more or less new setting.
Bob Clarke took over where Herb DuRussel left off . Reasons for this is well described
in the last issue . My thanks to Herb for a job well done . We also thank our adver-
tisers, who made it possible for the H .H . to survive.

Now that we are in the midst again of the hobby season, I urge all members again to
participate in one or all of the following programs.

1. Sales Circuit

In our first year of the "sales circuit" a total of eight people supplied the 62
books, circulated to the 32 members, participating in the circuit . In 1974 we
would like to see that at least doubled . In my own New England Chapter I know
members who have material and want to sell it but lack of time is the main reason
it never comes in the circuit . Maybe some members who have stamps could get to-S

gether with fellow members who have time and see if they can send something in!!
Also, although close to 40% was sold out of the circuits, a truly amazing amount,
more could be sold if more members participate . Thus, please get with it to make
a better and stronger . circuit, together.

2. Questions

If you have questions about your hobby, send them to one of your officers . You
will get immediate reply and also, the question will be answered in the "H .H .",
with or without your name if you state your choice . Many others can profit too
from the answers.

3. Helvetia Herald

The "H .H," is always in need of articles, comments, stories and anecdotes, what-
ever you have . Please send them in . A friend of mine, a member of the S .A .S .S.
from as far as Switzerland, promised me an article in the near future.

4. Chapters

No word has been received yet about the formation of new Chapters . Could some-
body, anybody, in New York, Washington, Chicago, San Francisco, New Orleans, or
any other big city in the States give it a try?

5. New Members

Ask Bob Clarke for new membership forms . Then go out and try to get some new
members for our, or better still, your society.

As a final remark : your officers keep working on the betterment of the society.
Without you this is not possible, so please participate in some of the above programs.
From a cold and almost gas- and oil-less New England, we wish you the best of holidays,
a very successful and healthy 1974 and good stamp hunting .
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SASS Sales Circuits,	 1973-74

SASS SALES CIRCUITS 1973-74 ; Fel i x Ganz, co-ordinator.
address all communications to : Apt. 3303, 1130S. Michigan Ave.,Chicago (IL) 60605

A lack of materials delayed the start of this season ' s circuits ; but at this

writing; SIX circuits are now in circulation . About $1600 worth of materials
have been entered so far by about 8 members, and about $120 worth has been
sold . While there is plenty of material for cancellation and blo c ks-of-four
collectors, and for the moment enough stuff for soldiers issues buffs, there
is a distinct lack of older material, and SASS members in possession of sale-
able duplicates and wishing to dispose of such, are encouraged to get into
the act" and prepare a few sales books . -- Some members will he amazed to find
price increases of the amounts as experienced between last year and this year;
but the dollar devaluation and the hunting for material values is driving up
all prices of art objects, coins, AND stamps.

SASS members who collect Swiss cancellations and blocks of four, who are
not now on the list of members desiring receipt of circuit sales, are requested
to send their application for participation to me, or to request a participati-
on form. ALL circuit members are urged to follow al l rules and re gu lations,

such	 as acknowledging the	 receipt of a circuit bymailing a postal	 card to the 	
previous member on the list, inserting the	 date of arrival and departured l departure

circuit slip, total up th e ir purchases correctly, sign ALL ,spaces, keep cir-
cuits no longer than stipulated, and return, with their check, an exact
accounting, book. by book . Otherwise the task of the circuit manager will be complicat-
ed to th^ point: that it will be impossible to continue.

Ballot for election of 1974 Officers
As stated in the November 1973 HH, the deadline for nominations of officers

was extended to 30 November . Not many replies were received from persons

willing to volunteer for these duties .

	

In fact, the only person to volunteer

for a position was Captain Charles Lablonde of Tullahoma, Tennessee . He has

consented to run for Treasurer . The current officers have stated that they

would be willing to serve for an additional year, and so the only real race

is for the office of Treasurer . The ballot below does provide space for a

write-in vote for each office . An addressed envelope is provided for your

convenience in exercising your voting privilege .
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POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, Part XXVI

By Felix Ganz
THE SWISS NAVY (or cancellations applied in or
near Switzerland on or near bodies of water).

E)	 Swiss Ship Mail on the HIGH SEAS:
Unbeknownst to many, there really exists a Swiss Merchant Marine . Several dozen ships,

owned or chartered by a variety of Swiss navigation companies (most of them headquartered
in Basel) fly the Swiss flag on their trips around the globe. They have done this since about

1925; but only after World War Two the real boom started . Some of these sea-going ships are

also built to negotiate the currents and rapids of the Rhine river so that they actually may
dock at their official home port once in a while . Basel has two harbors, one below the city,

right at the German border, in the suburb of Klein-Hüningen, and the other upstream, actually
in the Canton of Basel-Land, in Birsfelden-Au . To an uninformed traveler the sight of a huge
inland port with seagoing ships that far upstream is a real surprise, and any marine buff vi-
siting Basel should not neglect visiting at least one of the two facilities.

Some special cancellations exist that commemorate Basel as Switzerland's seaport . In 1926
two (if not more) special vignettes (canceled with semi-private markings) were issued on the
occasion of the international exhibition for stream navigation (Fig . 97, 98) . They are most often
found on mail dispatched by special, commemorative flights to either Schaffhausen or Zürich.

And in 1954, on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of making the Rhine river navigable
for major freight ships as far upstream as Base 1, a special cancellation was in use in that
city for one day only (June 2) . For details on these marginally interesting
items see either the Swiss Airmail Catalogue/Handbook, Zumstein's Switzer-
land Specialized (airmail section), or the PEN catalogue of special post-
marks.

Actual ship markings of Swiss ships in international waters DO exist --
most of them from the period of about 1946 to 1955 . In spite of mobilizing
scores of philatelic friends, acquaintances, and source persons, and in spite
of plowing through hundreds of philatelic periodicals, the ONE article (with
illustrations) on this subject remains unavailable . Therefore no illustrations
on this aspect of Swiss ship post marks, nor any hard facts can be shown or reiterated here.
ouch mail, however, was treated similarly to any mail from the high seas, and thus Swiss
postage stamps can be found canceled (theoretically in any port) abroad -- often together with
a "paquebot" marking. All information pertaining to this subject is urgently requested so that
it may be properly discussed at some future time . All such markings are quite rare, by the way !
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F) THE SWISS NAVY l ! ! !

During World War Two a Swiss colonel named Trüb (and better known by being partner in

'le Swiss printing firm that was responsible for hundreds of Swiss Soldiers' Issues both in

World Wars One and Two) was placed in charge of motorboat detachments manned by military

personnel and active on several Swiss lakes . Their task was to keep watch against (German or

Italian, and perhaps later allied) paratroopers or glider troops attempting to land in Switzer-
land ; and these small boats were armed with anti-aircraft guns, machine guns, and rescue gear

(in case disabled allied bombers would crash into such lakes).

How many of these detachments really existed is not clear;

but at least one of them was large enough to warrant a special

military cancellation (Fig .100).

Indirectly, pontooneer troops could also be considered here,

and at least one military cancellation from such a unit is shown
as Figure 101.

This rather lengthy instalment officially concludes with this ac-
count, and it is hoped that all readers of this article may have searched their respective col-

lections diligently so that now they will be able to add their knowledge to this writer's . Already

some additional facts have become known:

from Lake Lucerne a very elusive postmark (SPO) in form of a double circle reading (in
French) "FLÜELEN A LUZERN 1" from 1863 has been reported (Fig.102); from Lake Thun an-

other (straightline) showed up (103) ; Fig . 104 presents a different ship station date cancel from Iselt-

wald on LakeBrienz ; and Fig. 105 is a ship's mark of origin from Lake Zürich, while Fig . 106

depicts a PRIVATE point of origin mark from the island Ufenau in Lake Zürich : -GOOD HUNTING!!

EDITOR'S NOTE : Whoops, I left the "Part 	 " blank in last month's installment

of Dr . Ganz's article . Please fill in the blank with "XXV" . Thanks . (RTC)



INTERNABA	 1974	 PROGRAM

The INTERNABA 74 International Stamp Exhibition will

be held June 7 - 16, 1974 in Basel, Switzerland.

One highlight will be the most comprehensive

collection of Basel Doves ever assembled.

"Why not plan to attend!'."

INTERNABA 74 PROGRAM ANNOUNCED

Basel----A schedule of events to be staged for

INTERNABA 74, the international stamp exhibition planned to

commemorate the centenary of the Universal Postal Union in

Switzerland next summer, was released by the organizing

committee

June 6, 4 p.m. Reception of the Press in the foyer of the

exhibition hail.

8 p .m. Gathering of invited guests and exhibitors

for a reception given by the Phoenix Philatelic

club in the Salle des Fetes.

June 7, 10 a.m. Gala opening of INTERNABA 74 in the Great

Salon of the Swiss Industries Fair.

11 a.m. Opening of the exhibit areas.

L2 :30 p.m. Luncheon for participants in the Salle

des Fetes.

3 p.m. Constitution of the jury.

Jun( 8, Day of the Universal Postal Union.

2 p.m. Meeting of members of Swiss Federation of

Philatelic Societies.

6 :30 p.m. Banquet of delegates of stamp societies

at the Basel City Casino.

June 11, 8 p.m. Performance of 'Barber of Seville' atthe

Basel Municipal Theater .
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INTERNABA PROGRAM, page 2.

June 12, 10 :30 a .m. Meeting of the Royal Philatelic Society of

London in the Schluesselzunft Restaurant.

7 p.m. Meeting of the Switzerland Group of the Great

Britain Philatelic Society followed by dinner

in the Klingenthal Museum.

June 13 Day of the Basel Region.

7 p.m. Rhine River trip for members of the jury.

10 p .m. Annual meeting of the International Association

of Philatelic Experts (A. I . E . P. )

June 14 7 p .m. Gala banquet and Prize announcements in the

Great Feast Hall of Basel Trade Fair.

June 15 Day of the United Nations.

June 16 5 p .m. Official close of INTERNABA 74.

In addition to these official functions, there will be dozens

of entertainment and excursion events planned for guests,

exhibitors and visitors throughout the duration of the show.

Established more than 2,000 years ago, Basel is one of the

most interesting European cities with an exceptional Cathedral,

Medieval City Hall, more than 20 museums, including that of

Art, considered to be one of the finest in the world, and other

tourist attractions . In addition, Basel is the capital of the

Swiss chemical and banking industries . It also is the southern

terminal of the Rhine, accommodating shipping to Rotterdam

and the Atlantic Ocean directly from Switzerland .
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